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THEOREM. Let a function f with domain [O, OZ) be positive and continuous 
there. A necessary and suficient condition for the existence of a sequence 
(pn(x))zCO of polynomials whose coeficients are 20, all ~~(0) > 0, satisfying 
sup f(k) - p,]cx) -O - ___ as n + 00 osz<m 
is that f be the restriction of an entire function Cz=‘=, akzk, with all ak > 0. 
Proof. Suficiency. For n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., set p,(z) = Cr==, akzk, so that 
~~(0) = a, = f(0) > 0. Let E > 0. We may assume some a& > 1) is > 0. 
Let r > 0 be such that f(r) > P -l. Then for all n > some no > 0, we have 
p,(r) > e-1. Hence if n 3 n, and x > r, we have jlf(x)]-l - [pJx)]-1 1 < 
l/p,(x) < l/p,(r) < E. Let n1 >, n, be such that if 0 < x < r and n 3 n, , 
we have f(x) - p,(x) < of”. If n 3 n, and 0 < x < r, then 
l[fW-’ - [Pncw I 
= L&4 - P,wllVwP7Lwl G If(x) - PnWl/f2V0 < E. 
Hence SUP~S~<~ I[fW-’ - [P~~)I-~ I < 6 if n 3 nl . 
Necessity. Let 0 < r < co. Let n2 > 0 be such that supo(z<o, I[f(x)]-l - 
[p,(x)]-l I < [2 maxostcr f(t)]-l whenever n > n2 . For such an n, if 0 4 x < r, 
then [pn(x)]-1 > [f(x)]-l - [2 maxo~t~rf(t)]-l 3 [2f(x)]-l, and hence 
I f(x) - P&Y = f(xlp,(x>I Wx>l-’ - [Pncw I < V2(x)l [f(x)]-’ - 
[pn(x)J-l /. Therefore if n > n2 , then max,<,., / f(x) - pn(x)\ < 
2 max o~z~rf2(~) . ~uP~s~<~ I Lf(4-’ - [P&N-~ I - 0 as n - ~0. Thus P,(X) 
converges uniformly to f in [0, r]. As the coefficients of each p,(x) are 20, 
there are a,, aI , a, ,..., all 20, such that f(x) = Cz=‘=, akxk throughout 
(0, r) ([3, p. 1541; for a very elementary proof see [2]). Since r > 0 is arbitrary, 
the result follows. 
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